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Radiation leaves 1,000 tsunami bodies near nuke plant off-limits
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An anti-nuclear activist crashed through a locked gate 
at the second Fukushima power plant today after being 
thwarted from driving into the radiation-leaking Dai-ichi 
complex a few miles away, the plants' operator reports.

Both plants are guarded. But Japan's nuclear safety 

agency questioned the level of security in the wake 

of the disaster and ordered Tokyo Electric Power 

Co. (TEPCO), which operates both plants, to "take 

all measures to ensure security especially from the 

viewpoint of nuclear material protection," Kyodo 

News writes.

The driver, identified as 25-year-old Hikaru 

Watanabe of Tokyo, drove through the western gate 

of the Daini plant around 1:10 p.m. Thursday, Kyodo News says, adding, "The purpose of the intru

unknown."

In its daily status update on conditions at Daini, however, TEPCO characterized Watanabe as "a ca

anti-nuclear -- who drove a "sound truck" around the complex for 12 minutes before driving out th

company alerted Fukushima Prefecture police, who stopped Watanabe.

"We have shut the gate with our own vehicles after the campaigner's vehicle left," TEPCO said.

Watanabe and his vehicle were decontaminated before both were taken to a police facility.

About 50 minutes earlier, Watanabe allegedly tried to crash the front gate of the Dai-ichi complex,

Daini, but TEPCO workers blocked him.
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The four reactors at Daini achieved ''cold shutdown'' after the March 11 quake and are, as Kyodo N

in a stable situation." The day after the quake, Daini lost backup power, the cooling systems for thr

an emergency was declared. But TEPCO regained off-site power and has kept the reactors under co

Here's how it's reporting the status of each reactor:

· Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is available.

· No reactor coolant is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.

· Maintain average water temperature below 100°C in the Pressure

Suppression Chamber.
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What is particularly sad about this situation is that, in all likelihood, this will not be the last major earthquak
lifetime. As shown in this article, Japan is sitting in an extremely vulnerable situation when it comes to futu
most likely to experience another massive earthquake in the area adjacent to Tokyo in the near future: 
 
http://viableopposition.blogspot.com/2011/03/explaining-japans-earthquake.html
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who-gin-tao (2 friends, send message) wrote: 51m ago 
GIVE HIM LEAD UNDERWEAR TO PROTECT HIS BRAIN !
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W0X0F (0 friends, send message) wrote: 4h 41m ago 
 
Throw him in the pool and see if he can swim.
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darko714 (119 friends, send message) wrote: 4h 58m ago 
Hand that volunteer a hose - he can direct seawater onto the exposed portion of the core until his thyroid m
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24x7 (332 friends, send message) wrote: 8h 5m ago 
He's going to come out as RadioactiveMan
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Rev Bookburn (33 friends, send message) wrote: 8h 29m ago 
If he helped make the point that the nuclear industry and their dim-bulbed defenders need to be discarded
thing.
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OzarkAir (0 friends, send message) wrote: 9h 38m ago 
This is a terrible disaster and this dude must be another nut. Guess they are all over as we have plenty he
old USA.
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rblood (0 friends, send message) wrote: 10h 17m ago 
This lone guy is a " terrorist" or a problem or not responsible ? rebizman would have jailed Paul Revere. H
of any radioactive iodine & cesium in my or my kids' air & milk. Perhaps he was sacrificing himself to show
vehicle received, exposing the lies of the international atomic gangsters.
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spartan17 (20 friends, send message) wrote: 10h 48m ago 
By "them" do you all mean "him"?
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rebizman (2 friends, send message) wrote: 10h 55m ago 
This is an act of terrprism and should be treated as such. He should be sentenced to community service w
and ordered to clean up the water. Failure to cooperate results in the same sentence but without use of a s
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